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ONE PAGE SUMMARY

The Lytham Institute is an important; Grade II listed building on Lytham’s
‘high street’. Built by the people for the people in 1878, its trustees gifted it
to the local council in 1917 to run for the community. Until 2016 its
facilities included Lytham's public library.

The Friends group aim to safeguard the Institute for community use, and to
gather and reflect the ideas and aspirations of local people for its future.

Originally we campaigned to retain the library. Now we seek to influence
the Institute’s future as a community hub.

The Civic Society sought a legal opinion on the Institute's charitable status.
Fylde Council have now accepted that status and are currently registering
the Institute with the Charity Commission.

The original charitable purposes included not only a Public Library, but
Schools for Art and Science, an Art Gallery, Lecture Halls, a Public Museum
and a gymnasium. The emphasis was on education, self improvement and
social interaction for young and old.

Within the spirit of the gift of 1917, the Institute's future will have
charitable purposes which are suitable and effective in the light of current
social and economic circumstances.

Representing the views of local residents - as we have sought to
do - we believe we have an important part to play in determining
the future uses of the building.

We have routinely asked local people what they want for the
future of their Institute, and are now uniquely placed to provide
preliminary views to help inform the Institute's future.

The Council is currently the sole Trustee of the Institute and will be
required to formally consult local people according to the Charity
Commission’s published guidance.

This publication aims to assist the Council in that process.

 In terms of broad themes for use, local people expressed most support for:
education and training courses; rooms hire by local groups; social and
wellbeing services; medical and health related services; exhibitions and
fairs; and practical, craft, pastime and similar socialising activities.

 In respect of specific uses, the greatest support was for: a café/coffee shop;
reference and archive access; public computer facilities; youth and youth
club facilities; snooker/pool; and music and film activities.
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ABOUT THE FRIENDS OF LYTHAM INSTITUTE

The 'Friends of Lytham Institute' is an unincorporated, non-political,
community organization whose aim is to secure the continued operation of the
Lytham Institute in service of the educational, social, and cultural needs of the
Lytham community, and to seek the return of a Library in Lytham Institute, its
traditional home.

The group comprises a small team of officers who are elected by a vote of the
registered Friends at an annual general meeting. They are supported by a team
of non-executive expert advisers who vary according to the needs of the day.

Some of the Friends assembled outside the Lytham Library entrance to the Institute in 2019
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Plan of the Lytham Institute building – dated ‘ September 74’
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

ORIGINS
Lytham Institute is an important Grade 2 Listed heritage building in the heart of
Lytham.

Built in 1878 and extended in 1898, the Institute and its library were created by
the community, for the community.

The rules that settled the Trust stated that the institution was 'established to
provide instruction and mental improvement for all classes, without
sectarianism or party politics; a place where they can meet for reading,
conversation, amusement, and general social intercourse. '

Until 1917 it operated as an independent charity, making no call on the public
purse. Instead, it relied on the dedication and generosity of the people of
Lytham and the Clifton Estate. It was funded entirely by donations and
subscriptions.

But by 1917, membership and income had fallen as men left to fight in the war,
so the Trustees gave the Institute to Lytham UDC for safe keeping.

Changes to the structure and responsibilities of local government over time
brought administrative change to the Institute.

RECENT TIMES
Until quite recently, the building's structure, maintenance, and the operation of
some services and rooms within the building were the responsibility of Fylde
Borough Council, and the provision of a public library service in other rooms
was the responsibility of Lancashire County Council - who contributed to Fylde's
operating costs for the property in proportion to the area of the building they
occupied under a 'User Agreement'.

More recently, (from 30 September 2016), and as part of a series of county-wide
library closures to effect cost saving measures, Lytham Library - which had been
at the Institute since 1878 - was closed by the (then) Labour-led Lancashire
County Council. The books, fixtures, and fittings were removed.

But in May 2017 the Conservatives gained control at LCC. They had pledged to
reopen all the closed libraries, and Lytham residents believed their library would
reopen in the Institute where it had always been.
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Fylde Council had not appeared as keen to retain the Library in the Institute.
They had, on occasion, described the Institute itself as being 'surplus to their
requirements'.

THE FRIENDS CAMPAIGN
When doubts surfaced about the Library returning to the Institute, a popular
movement developed. Initially the group styled itself the 'Save Lytham Library
Group' but later became the 'Friends of Lytham Institute and Library'. Local
people campaigned for the Library's return. Eventually, the Group produced a
'business case' for the library to remain. But unfortunately for the Friends, the
County Council also received a competing proposal from Lytham Town Trust
who wanted the Library moved into their Assembly Rooms.

The public protest had intensified and a petition calling for Lytham library to be
reopened in the Institute attracted 3,500 personal signatures, together with
another 1,700 'signatures' via an on-line petition - making a total of 5,000
expressions of support, but the County Council decided to install a significantly
smaller library service in Lytham's Assembly Rooms.

After the Library opened in the Assembly Rooms, the Friends campaign took a
different path - to secure the future of the Institute for community use, and we
sought the support of others in this plan.

CHARITABLE STATUS IS SECURED
The local Civic Society had consistently valued the Institute for its Grade II
Listed status as well as its community and historic importance. Supported by
generous donations from some of their individual members and a local solicitor
working pro-bono, the Civic Society engaged an eminent charity law barrister to
provide an opinion about the charitable status of the Institute.

That opinion was unequivocal in its finding of charitable status. On receipt, the
Charity Commission agreed with the barrister's opinion, and wrote to advise
Fylde Council of the need to register the Institute as a Charitable Trust.

After taking their own legal opinion, Fylde council came to the same view and, at
the present time, the Council has submitted an application to register the
Institute as a Charitable Trust.

THE ‘SPIRIT OF THE GIFT’
If any of the Trusts on which Fylde Council hold the Institute are to be changed
from the original, an early part of that process will involve public consultation
about what local people want their Institute to be in the future.
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If significant change is proposed, the public consultation must also be
significant in scale. The next section of our report sets out the Charity
Commission's guidance to its own staff about the scale and nature of
consultation that should be expected of Trustees like the Council.

The original gift of the Institute to the people of Lytham and surrounding area
established the original charitable purposes specified in the 1917 Deed of Gift.
These included not only a Public Library within the Institute, but other
functions such as Schools for Art and Science, an Art Gallery, Lecture Halls, a
Public Museum and a gymnasium. Clearly there was an emphasis on education
and youth.

Within the spirit of that gift, it is anticipated that the Institute's future will have
charitable purposes which are suitable and effective in the light of current social
and economic circumstances.

These will be close to the original purposes, and might include any other
charitable purposes still relevant today, for which money was raised by public
subscription from the many donors, some rich some poor, to establish the
Institute in 1872

Representing the views of local residents - as we have sought to do -
the Friends group believe we have an important part to play in
determining the future uses of the building.

SEEKING PUBLIC OPINION
We have campaigned to retain both the building itself, and the services the
Institute provided, since our original incarnation as the Save Lytham Library
group in 2016. We have received the support of local people and solicited their
ideas for the future of the Institute.

We believe we are now uniquely placed to provide our findings as
preliminary views that will help inform the Institute's future. To that
end, we have produced this report as an indicator and starting point
for the more formal consultations that might ensue.
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GUIDANCE ON CONSULTATIONS

(Source Document: https://ogs.charitycommission.gov.uk/g500a001.aspx)

The Charity Commission issues guidance
to its administrative staff about how
consultations should be conducted when
change is being considered and a new
governing scheme is to be made for a
charity. We have reproduced an excerpt of
that guidance here…..

".....In all cases when we are considering making a Scheme, we must have
regard to the general equality duty in s149 of the Equality Act 2010 and ensure
that any decision we make is compatible with the Human Rights Act 1988.

B4.2 THE TRUSTEES' CONSULTATION

Before we make a decision as to whether a Scheme should be made, we will
usually expect the trustees to have carried out a genuine and appropriate
consultation exercise to take into account the views of the charity's
stakeholders about the proposals and properly inform their own decision as to
whether a Scheme is required.

Our policy is that consultation should be carried out in all but exceptional
cases. Although it is not a legal requirement, it is part of our usual Scheme
making process and helps to ensure that the trustees have properly established
the case for making the changes in the interests of the charity and for showing
that the criteria have been met before we commit staff time and resources to
proceeding.

Only where the changes are so minor, or the particular circumstances of the
case are such that consultation is clearly unnecessary, we will consider a
Scheme application without any consultation having taken place.

The kind of case where we may agree that consultation is unnecessary might
be where:

 there are no surviving members of the charity's beneficial class; or

 the changes are being made only in order to comply with legislation, for
example, the Equalities Act.
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If there is any doubt whether or not consultation is necessary, take legal
advice.

If the trustees carry out a consultation exercise, this should be designed to seek
the views of those who would be affected by, or those who might have a
particular interest in, the changes proposed.

It is for the trustees to decide what form the consultation should take and this
will vary depending on the changes being proposed. As there is no legal
requirement to carry out a consultation exercise, we do not prescribe any
particular format for the consultation. However, by way of illustration, where
the changes are relatively minor, for example an uncontroversial change of
name or a straightforward extension of the beneficiary class of an almshouse,
the trustees would need to carry out a very basic level of consultation. Where
the proposed changes are more significant, for example the change of use of a
charity's property, we would expect the consultation to be more vigorous
including some (or all) of the following:

publication of proposals on appropriate websites and in local
media (which should clearly explain what is involved)

open days and exhibitions

public meetings (open and accessible to the general public)

meetings with staff and volunteers and any beneficiaries who
would be directly affected by the proposals – such as the
residents of almshouses, church members or users of the village
hall

meetings (or focus groups) with user and other interest groups

meetings (or focus groups) with people who have particular
needs, such as people with disabilities and people from
minority ethnic groups

questionnaire based surveys (postal or face to face)

 local parish referenda

 formal written consultation exercises

However the consultation is carried out, it should be clear that this is being
carried out on behalf of the charity. For instance, where a Local Authority is
trustee of a recreation ground, it would not be sufficient for the Local Authority
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to present the results of a consultation it carried out in its role of Local
Authority rather than as trustee of the charity.

If any responses to the trustees’ consultation are sent to us we should forward
these to the charity’s trustees. We will only deal directly with representations
where these are sent to us following our giving public notice.

We require the trustees to give full details of the consultation carried out and
any responses to it, including an explanation of how this informed their
decision-making and details of any potential opposition to the scheme or
controversy about it. Where opposition or controversy is identified, we will
expect to see details of any steps taken by the trustees to address this where
possible. We will take this information into account when deciding whether a
Scheme should be made. This information might also be useful in determining
if the Scheme could be contentious meaning that giving public notice of our
intention to make a Scheme is necessary (see B10.5)."
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poster for the most recent public meeting
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METHODOLOGY AND SUMMARY OF PUBLIC VIEWS

PROCESS AND METHODOLOGY

In order to ensure the Friends acted in harmony with the views of the wider
community, we have routinely and regularly solicited ideas and proposals for
the future of the Institute.

We held two open public meetings specifically for this purpose - 30 Jan 2018,
and 17 Sept 2019 - before and after the move of the County Council library
service to the Assembly Rooms.

Neither public meeting used prescriptive or 'limited option' questions to direct
or constrain what respondents might say. Both sought open, freeform comments
and suggestions from the individuals attending.

We also conducted other forms of consultation between these dates. These
included approaches to local community groups, existing building users,
individuals, and online.

We recognise the real difficulty in evaluating and compiling meaningful returns
from such idiosyncratic and disparate contributors, but above all, we prize the
need to faithfully reflect public opinion as expressed by local people.

We make no claim to statistical or sampling accuracy. The comments simply
represent the views we received from individual respondents.

SUMMARY OF VIEWS
The table below attempts to summarise and indicate the strength of feeling
attached to the proposals as expressed to the Friends by local people. The value
attached to ‘strength of feeling’ is simply an indication of the number of times
different respondents mentioned that subject.

The result should be treated with caution because, like Fylde Council's own
Resident's Survey, it is based on a self-selecting, and relatively small sample of
people. Furthermore, these were people who have an interest in what happens
to their Institute.

It is also the case that the summarised groupings could have been compiled
differently, so we advise readers to consider the detailed listing (P15 onwards)
for a more accurate picture.
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It does not purport to be a definitive statement of public consultation, rather it
is a summary of the views we received from the public to date.

There were several suggestions for transient exhibitions, fairs and the like. Such
uses would need to be considered bearing in mind the availability of suitable
vehicular loading and unloading facilities necessary to stage such events.

Many of the proposals (such as, say, a youth club or an advice or information
desk) would require some form of 'service manager' to be available when the
building was in public use. Whilst some services sought by our respondents (for
example outreach services provided by an external organisation such as the
Citizen's Advice Bureau) might come with their own ‘staffing’, it is also clear
that a presence 'on behalf of the building' is also likely to be needed when the
building is occupied - if only to manage user activity and programming, and to
deal with practical matters such as heating, seating and so on.

The reference numbers below cross reference to each of those in the detailed
responses we received.

Ref SUMMARISED SUGGESTION
Times

Mentioned
01 Education / Training / Courses 17
02 Rooms for hire by organised groups 15

04 Access Medical / Health related services 12
03 Access Social / Wellbeing services 9
05 Exhibitions / Fairs 9
06 Practical, Craft, Pastime or Socialising Activities (various) 9

09 Archive & History / Reference & other library services 9
07 Cafe/Coffee shop 8
08 Registrar / Passports / and 'Official' services 8
10 Public computer facilities 7

11 Youth Club / Youth Facilities 6
13 Music / film / Broadcasting 6
12 Snooker / Pool 5
14 Food bank 2

15 A Volunteering Hub 1
16 Ghost tours 1

TOTAL 124
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IDEAS AND PROPOSALS - IN MORE DETAIL

INTRODUCTION
The spirit of the original gift led us to compile the results within the broad
headings of education, social and recreational uses.

It is impossible to be completely accurate in this categorisation because - for
example, the suggestion 'Computer/Internet room' has potential to be within all
of these categories, depending on the nature of the use that is made of it at any
one time.

Some respondents suggested uses having potential to generate income to help
with running costs. Some were clearly and explicitly provided for this purpose.
With others, we have made assumptions about income generating potential.

It is also the case that some suggestions not included in the ‘potential income
generating’ category might nevertheless still have potential to do so, but they
have not been included because of nature or context in which the suggestion was
made. (For example the suggestion for an "Inexpensive Coffee shop")

It should also be borne in mind that not all the proposed uses would require full
time exclusive use of space within the building. Uses might be every day, weekly,
monthly or some other frequency, and within each occasion it might be half a
day, full day, or an evening use.

An attempt has been made to group similar ideas together in the list, and those
that are marked with an asterisk * are existing users of the building who already
operate regular classes (listed here under ‘Educational’ uses, but grouped under
broader headings in the summary list).

It is the case, of course, that the existing users already provide income to the
Institute for room hires.

POTENTIAL FOR INCOME GENERATION

07 Meet & chat coffee shop (could be income stream franchise or run by volunteers)
07 Inexpensive Coffee shop for meet & chat
07 Coffee shop
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07 Café

07 A Repair café

07 A Café and reading room where New Authors can come (like the bookshop have).

08 Registrar Service (LCC)

08 Registrar to rotate between Lytham and St Annes as they used to be based in the
old library.

08 British Passport interviews and fast track passport service £70

04 Have a private medical check, Blood pressure, weight and a blood test £60

04 First Aid courses for local businesses

04 SlimmingWorld and WeightWatchers give a percentage of their membership
money to the venue they use when they hire.

08 Driver awareness courses. £79 for a 4 Hour lecture on how to drive, this can be
done for 100 people per day making £7900 per day

08 Driver theory tests for new drivers £23 for hour test

05 Support for home industry with low / no cost craft fairs

05 Could the venue not host Craft Fairs - the ones that do not go to Lowther?

05 Table Top Sales and weekly craft fairs.

05 Book Swap or Book Fairs

05 Hold exhibitions and displays

05 Use the large room as a gallery for artists, e.g. charge £200 per week room use and
30% Commission on each painting sold

01 Artist workshops £9 per lesson, class of 20 split 50/50 with artist

13 Have a community cinema

02 Meeting rooms to hire
02 Talks from local Historians - can charge per hour
13 Open a recording studio. This makes £250 per day
10 Get pay as you go internet computers charge £1 per half an hour
12 Install 4 Pool Tables for teenagers at £2 per play generates £24 per hour
16 Ghost Tours even? Lytham Hall and Lowther offer them and Supernatural Events

are always booked up

Total 28

EDUCATIONAL

01 Classes – education, activities
10 Computer/internet room
10 Computer & internet room
09 *Lytham Heritage Group archive (Wed aft 1pm-4pm)
09 A continuation of the archive.
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09 An Archive that is a place to come and find out about your local history with a cup
of tea, access to Find My Past to learn about our Lytham heritage in the Institute
that really does belong to the people of Lytham

09 Archive staying in the Institute building It is the main source of historical data in
the town it needs to be centrally placed and more readily accessible

09 Expand the Archive
09 Community library - esp a Reference Library centred around the archive
09 Occasional outreach services from the Library (Limited space there at present)
01 Training in use of computers and programmes.
01 Blackpool & Fylde college used to use it years ago too for short courses
01 A place where people can come in for training course,
01 Offer youth skills, jobs and training.
01 Education, Night school
01 A venue for night classes, a homework club, tutoring/holiday clubs etc.
13 *Continue to provide Music Appreciation classes (Thurs 2-4pm for 30 weeks a

year)
01 A space for people to do community based learning, say Workers Education

Association courses
04 Health & well being activities
03 Nutrition and Leisure sessions
04 * Continue teaching existing Yoga classes (Mon 6-9pm)
04 * Continue teaching existing occasional Yoga classes
04 * Continue to Provide Judo classes (Weds 4:30-8:30 and Sats 9am-Noon)
04 Yoga, pilates, judo, mindfulness & meditation
01 Learn a language
01 Craft making courses
01 Learn to Dance/Bake/sew/Knit etc
01 * Continue existing dog training classes (puppy, pet, rehabilitation and more)

(Thurs + Fri evenings 6-10pm). Would like to develop new courses for dog
behaviour and welfare training.

01 Have lessons in Dog Handling
02 Lectures for companies like Stringers/Booths and Boots who have to send their

staff away to expensive hotels
01 Teach Photography, including Dark room skills
06 Monthly advice on maintenance/practical jobs etc
01 Open until 10pm at night with courses so people can come each evening

Total 33

SOCIAL

06 A community hub really, a more sociable venue than say Lowther, the Art Gallery
at Booths and the old TSB building.

07 Offer a safe place where people can come in for a coffee
07 Just connecting people through coffee mornings, drop-ins, knit and natter clubs.
03 Offer a local base for people to access community services, making them accessible
04 Have sessions to discuss finance, health and wellbeing, housing etc
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03 A weekly Luncheon Club providing nutritious meals at affordable prices and access
to basic nutritional advice -reducing isolation

09 Big Notice Board with all useful numbers for different services (not everyone has a
computer and is confident in using one).

02 A community space which could be booked for events such as fundraising for a
charity

03 Mother & baby activities
03 Mothers & babies & toddlers meetings
03 Return of things such as Baby Bounce and Rhyme etc. which all used to be

facilitated by Sure Start
03 Be a place to access services needed such as debt advice, mental health services or

counselling without stigma
03 Provide early intervention services, helping people to solve problems before they

escalate into bigger problems
04 Provide community health information.
04 Health and fitness sessions for older people—regular health checks and access to

GP Services and facilities to improve fitness and mobility (Dancing, Walking Club,
Thai Chi, Chair Exercises etc)

04 Providing a network for those with dementia etc and their carers
02 Socials and events for older people
06 Engaging in social learning activities to reduce social isolation
02 Space for group wanting to meet on a regular basis
11 Youth clubs
11 Youth club
11 Why can’t it be used as a community centre There’s no where for teenagers to go in

Lytham
11 There is nothing for them in Lytham after the last coffee shop closes at 6pm
11 Teens need to be able to met up and hang out
02 Community all purpose help desk (including room booking) (run by volunteers?)
02 Events for teenagers and older people.
02 Events for old people
02 Public gatherings and large meetings
14 Food bank
14 Food bank
13 Community radio station hosting a community internet radio station for the Fylde.

Could be used for local news and local interest as well as entertainment, beneficial
to local schools (especially the I.T. and Performing Arts College). I have some
experience and am happy to get involved

15 A volunteering hub
03 A Credit Union.
06 Could we have a live in warden or custodian back
11 Resident youth club manager

Total 35
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RECREATIONAL

08 Tourist info desk
08 Tourist information help desk (FBC)
08 Move the Tourist Information from Lytham Windmill and put it in the old

Children’s room
12 Snooker and games room etc for teens upwards
12 Snooker
12 Snooker tables
12 Snooker and games room
06 Games Room (Board Games, Cards etc)
05 Art displays
05 Art gallery
01 Facilities for Arts classes
05 An exhibiting space for art
10 A virtual art gallery for LSA works with no worries over insurance and security.
13 A "Green Screen" room would be good so budding young you tube stars can gain

something out of the deal... Something for the younger generation please
13 Have a Movie Day/Night (Old films etc)
10 Computer suite with hourly use (e.g. Ancestry)
10 Computer lessons for everyone starting with basic to expert
06 Quiz nights
06 Drama group
06 Monthly Bingo Night
02 Tie up with local football, Little kickers
10 Computer rooms etc would be a great asset for Lytham
06 Craft room (Knitting, Crochet, Sewing etc)
02 Scouts, cubs, guides etc
02 Scouts/Brownies/Sea Cadets/Army Cadets
02 Society Groups like WI, Charity groups, Women’s Guild, Ramblers, Bird Clubs etc
02 Bring people together for specific issues such as sport and leisure

Total 27

AND FINALLY….

The Friends group would like to draw particular attention to the very important
and valuable resource that is the archive of historical material on the first floor
of the Institute. This is curated and cared for by volunteers from the Lytham
Heritage Group and is publicly available. It represents a unique collection of
information about Lytham and the surrounding area.
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We understand the Heritage Group want the archive to remain within the
Institute, and we support this aim wholeheartedly. We would like to see it even
more accessible and more widely known.

The archive room in the Institute












